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Spa Time launches new spa at The Avenues Mall 

After the continuous success at Mohalab Mall, Orchid Group launches its new Spa Time outlet at Phase II 
of The Avenues to serve more women with unique treatments soothing the effects of stressful environment 
and lifestyle. The opening is the first step in an intensive expansion plan in the Kuwaiti market. 

 

•  
Spa Time now open at The Avenues. 

 
 
Focused on Asian healing traditions and a holistic approach to spiritual, mental and physical harmony, 
Spa Time at The Avenues is ideal for ladies seeking refuge from a hectic and demanding everyday life.  
 
"As human beings we are born with five senses, yet in today's technical world dominated by a big load 
of appointments, deadlines and commitments, we mainly focus on vision and sound isolating the other 
senses such as touch, smell and taste from our busy lifestyle," the Spa Manager Minnie Pinpragrom 
explains. "This lack of sensuality increases our stress level to the maximum. At Spa Time we are 
determined to re-awake those neglected senses and relieve the stress-related tensions in the body."  
 
Spa Time builds on a strong reputation achieved by its focus on holistic well-being. Adapting to the 
"Client First" philosophy, Spa Time not only altered and adapted all spa treatments to suit the local 
women needs and requirements, but also puts strong emphasize on qualified and intensive training for 
the highly professional staff leading the guest on a peaceful path to an unforgettable experience of calm 
and piece. 
 
The Spa Time menu presents an extensive variety of modified exotic rituals such as traditional ones like 
the Ocean Breeze sea shell massage, ancient Thai massage, Aroma Stone Massage and Herbal 
Compress, and advanced rituals designed for pre-wedding preparations or pregnancy massages. 
Exclusively for Spa Time at the Avenues an Express Treatment Zone has been established, serving 
female mall visitors to sooth their legs and feet. This Express treatment helps shedding stress and takes 
guests to a place of instant and ultimate relaxation.  
 
The luxury of Spa Time is supported by its inspiring design concept. With its exquisite blend of warm 
woods, stone gardens and waterfalls surrounded by greenery, Spa Time is an oasis of peace and rest. 
 
"In Kuwait we lack greenery and water. Therefore Spa Time pioneered a fusion concept of water, natural 
stones and woods in a mix of contemporary modern style combined with traditional Asian, Polynesian 
and Pacific elements," Minnie Pinpragrom adds.  
 
The spa areas are scented with the purist form of essential oil blends and lit by smooth candle light, 
creating an exceptional romantic and relaxing environment. Spa Time ambience reflects a class of luxury 
and hospitality creating one of Kuwait's most sophisticated and luxurious Spa destinations truly making 
Spa Time the "Woman Favourite Spa".  
 


